From the Reviews
"Carnage on an unprecedented scale was the salient feature of the First World War, and the writing on that carnage is largely responsible for the modern disgust not only with war but also with politics in general...Churchill knew everything about the war's horror that the other writers knew, but he rejected their conclusions: for him, the war did not mean the death of political life as men had previously known it. In examining the political and military failures that were responsible for the slaughter and in suggesting how prudence might have averted disaster, Churchill reasserted the dignity of the political life, which the war had made men regard as ignominious, unnatural, and mad... "Churchill is an exemplar of the political life that the Great War is alleged to have repudiated forever. He renders the war as nightmare but also makes clear that the nightmare did not take place in a void. While he recognizes the truth of the soldier's story-as a battalion commander in France, he was beloved by his men and renowned for his fearlessness-he knows it is a fragmentary truth. The soldier's story is the heart of his history, but his own greater understanding informs it. The World Crisis celebrates the Allied triumph-especially the British part in it-but mourns the European tragedy. The history is decidedly partisan, leaving no doubt that the right side won, yet it is withering in its appraisal of both sides' folly. The spectacle takes place under a pitiless emotional overcast that is relieved by only the rarest glimmers of magnificence. The virtues that Churchill honors as pre-eminent are, awfully, those of the men who were smashed in the general wreckage. It is above all to demonstrate how the chronic infirmity of political and military command made them suffer as they did that Churchill writes this history..."
-Algis Valiunas in The American Spectator, April 1991
Comments
It is not widely known that Volume I, at least, appeared in America before its British counterpart, making this the true first edition. But Scribner volumes do not wear as well as the British, particularly Volume I, which was bound in an inferior cloth that in most cases quickly discolored and faded, while the gilt turned black. Later volumes, and later impressions of Volume I, used a much better cloth and brighter gilt, and these are often found in fine condition. Jacketed sets are extremely rare. Typical unjacketed sets with Volume I "faded as usual" are good buys, but a perfect Volume I would double their value, if ever seen.
Appraisal
The American Edition had fewer reprints than the English, so non-first editions are less often encountered. They sell for half or less the price of firsts. Reprints of Volume I are prized because of the deplorable state of most first editions of that volume.
page. The Aftermath carries the date 1929 on title page and no reprint information on title page verso. The Unknown War carries the date 1931 on title page and the block letter "A" on title page verso.
Dust Jackets
Volumes I and II: Off-white or cream paper printed black, flaps blank except for $6.50 price, book descriptions on front faces. Volume I back face details "Important New Scribner Publications," Volume II back face contains an advert for Volume I.
Volume III: These two books were originally slipcased, and their jackets are thus plain, except for the legend "$10.00 | Two Volumes" on the upper front flaps and jacket spine lettering identical to the books themselves, printed black on off-white or cream paper. The very rare slipcase carries two tipped-on labels: a title/author's name/publisher label on the back and a boxed description of the books, printed dark brown on cream laid paper, on one side.
The Aftermath: Grey paper printed navy blue, flaps blank except for $5.00 price, book description on front face with title/author's name/publisher in an odd, bold face not used elsewhere; spine is lettered to match the book's spine.
The Unknown War: Grey threaded paper printed deep red with titles, author's names and publisher spine imprint in a unique, bold typeface. Description of the book on front face, advert with review blurbs for the Abridged Edition (Woods A31b) on back face.
Front flap contains "The Unknown War...$5.00" above a blurb for A Roving Commission;
backflap contains a blurb promoting The Aftermath.
Although all World Crisis jackets are extremely rare, collectors should pay close attention to the descriptions of them, since later impression jackets may be different; first impressions with later impression jackets are "married pieces," and worth no premium. 
Editions, Impressions and Quantities

Dust Jackets
These volumes are commonly found with non-first edition dust jackets, so carefully check jackets to be sure they are not "married." The descriptions of first edition jackets follow:
Vol. I: Printed navy on grey paper. Title, author's name, publisher, price and MAPS AND CHARTS on front face and spine; quote from page 188 also on front face.
Contents blurb on front flap. No adverts for subsequent volumes or review blurbs for Vol.
I on flaps or back face.
Vol. II: Printed dark brown on tan paper. Front face and spine similar to above.
Contents blurb on front flap, Vol. I press noticed on back flap, advert for Vol. I on back face.
Vol. III: Printed black on grey paper. Front face and spine similar to above, but face blurb is not by Churchill. Contents blurb on front flap, six titles of "General Literature" on back flap, adverts for Vols. I and II on back face. Aside from the distinguishing legends "Part I." and "Part II." (no period after "Part") on spines, jackets for the two parts are identical. 
Five volumes in six parts
Published in Canada from the American plates, this issue is identical in all respects to the latter, save for Macmillan imprints on title pages (cancels), spines and dust jackets. The Canadian Macmillan logo also appears on dust jacket spines.
Curiously, the jacket flaps contain no prices. These issues are quite rare. Ostensibly equal in value to the American Edition, the Canadian Issue is probably somewhat less important, and should not quite reach price levels of the Scribner set. Published from the English plates, this issue is identical to the latter, save for Australasian Publishing Co. imprints on title pages and dust jacket spines. There is no publisher's imprint, however, on the spines of the books. After Volume II, a separate Australian issue was not produced, and the Australian market received the standard English issues of the other volumes. These two volumes are interesting anomalies.
Appraisal: Except for
The Great War, which was a textual abridgement, this was the first illustrated edition of The World Crisis. That is the chief thing it has to recommend it. The books themselves, offprinted from the Scribners originals, are shorter, squatter, and bound in a cheap blue material which doesn't seem to hold up well. Even jacketed copies often have a soiled, rumpled appearance, and the dust jackets are usually faded or grotty. Until the Easton Press Edition, this set was hotly sought after, but its value has declined somewhat.
[THE WORLD CRISIS] Easton Press Limited Edition: ICS A31af
Publisher: The Easton Press, Norwalk, Conn. 1991 There's always a nit, however, and it is my fault. When recommending the use of Scribners postwar illustrations, I forgot that the original Eastern Front itself contained eight illustrations, including the frontispiece. Easton, with wads of new Scribner photos to insert, naturally left them out. But I omitted to remind them also to omit the original illustration list from page 13-so there it sits, directing the reader to plates that don't exist! "Easton's price was originally only $260-hundreds less than any complete set then available. The first printing quickly sold out, but they have been reissued periodically, using an improved, more supple but still pigskin binding. 
Quantities and Impressions
Woods lists 5000 first impressions and 3000 second impressions (January 1932) but fails to mention a third impression in bright green cloth (October 1937).
Dust Jackets and Variants
A striking jacket is printed black and red-orange on thin, bright green paper (which is often faded); a variant jacket is printed on thicker, lined cream stock. Both these jackets carry a contents blurb on the front flap, an advert for The Aftermath on the back flap, and an advert for My Early Life on the back face. A second state jacket adds The Eastern Front to the back flap.
Comments
Often passed up by collectors as a mere abridgement, this volume is essential to the complete library because Churchill added new material and considerable revisions.
Aside from his new foreword there is a completely new chapter on the Battle of the Marne. Also, writes Churchill, "I have had to record a somewhat different account of Lord Fisher's resignation from than that which appeared in the original edition. Mr. Asquith's disclosures in his 'Memoirs' and Lord Fisher's own biographers have cast a less charitable light upon the conduct of the old Admiral than that in which I had viewed it." (Asquith's memoirs disclosed that Fisher had written an incredible letter offering to remain at the Admiralty if vested virtually with dictatorial powers, refusing to serve either under Churchill or his successor, Arthur Balfour). As such, a copy of this work belongs on the shelf of every serious Churchill library.
Appraisal
Dust jackets are extremely rare. Routine lightly worn unjacketed copies sell for less, and later impressions seem much less common than the first edition. 
Dust Jackets
The original dust jacket is printed black on yellow paper with the title, author's name, description and "$5" appearing next to a photo of Churchill walking. The front flap contains a contents blurb, the back flap reviewer Comments on The Aftermath, and the back face reviewer Comments on My Early Life. Later jackets bear a Karsh photo of Churchill and facsimile signature on the front faces.
Comments
I had understood that according to The New York Times, this work was published on 7 February 1931, 19 days before the English Edition, making this the true first edition.
The new Cohen Bibliography, however, indicates that the London edition takes priority.
Appraisal
Unjacketed copies are worth about the same as the English Editions. A jacketed copy is another proposition. I know of only two or three of these in existence. 
Identifying first impressions:
The title page verso of the Macmillan First lists all three 1930s impressions followed by the line, "Transferred to Macmillan & Co. Ltd. -1941 ." Later impressions give the first publication date, the transfer dates and the reprint date ("1942" or "1942,1943") • The "Library Binding": half crimson morocco leather, cloth sides, blocked 22 ct. gilt on spine with title, volume number, author's name and a decorative design (globe exploding four ways). Offered at 8 shillings ($2) per bound volume (not including internals), or 4/6 ($1.12) for each case alone.
• The "Standard Binding": royal blue cloth blocked blind and gilt on top board and blind on spine with title, author's name, volume number, publisher's name, and decorative design (globe exploding from the top). Offered at 5 shillings ($1.25) per bound volume (not including internals) or 2/6 (66¢) for each case alone. Note: spine volume numbers appear in both Roman and Arabic, sometimes interchangeably within sets.
• Later Bindings: Though not mentioned by Newnes, I have examined other binding variations, most commonly a plain red cloth with the title blocked gilt and a blind wreath design on the top board. The title, author's name and volume number are blocked gilt between faint blind boxes on the spine. I have seen enough of these to conclude that they were a later, possibly cheaper, publisher's binding, not a "freelance" variation. advert reduces this to only "3/" (75¢). Whether these were the prices of each volume (which seems cheap), or simply a "hook" to bait the customer I have not determined.
Appraisal
All variants of The Great War contain the same pages, profusely illustrated and captioned, though it's doubtful, judging by their English, that the captions are Churchill's.
They certainly offer wonderful graphics to support the author's towering prose, and, since they constitute the first illustrated World Crisis, the serious collector really ought to own one. I know bibliophiles who own six! Originally one shilling each, the individual parts cost little as odd volumes, but a full set of 26 is worth considerable money in fine condition, much more in custom-made boxes, or half as much in as-usual condition with wear and chips.
The most luxurious set is the three-volume half-leather Library Binding, but both the Standard and Home Library bindings are splashier and colourful. Half-leather bindings are rarely found in top condition because the leather tends to dry out and crack over the years. Fine examples of the cloth and Home Library bindings can cost dearly, and are worth it.
[THE WORLD CRISIS] THE UNKNOWN WAR, Keystone Issue: ICS A31e
Publisher: Thornton Butterworth Ltd., London 1937
Bound in medium blue cloth (rougher material than the first edition) with publisher's logo blocked blind on the top board and the title, author's name and publisher's name blocked gilt on the spine. The dust jacket is printed black and red on scored pale green paper and is quickly identified with its red Keystone Library logos.
The Keystone Library was a low-priced series of Thornton Butterworth titles which had run their course as trade editions and were now offered as low priced reprints. Aside from a title page cancel (bearing a red Keystone Library logo) and a new dust jacket, this is a direct reprint from the English first edition plates, and still includes the excellent color folding map tipped in following page 368. There was one impression only, offered at 5/ ($1.25).
Churchill tended to second-guess his English publishers when recommending titles. The Unknown War was the one he sold to Charles Scribner, and evidently he finally prevailed with his English publisher on this one. "The Eastern Front" appears as a subtitle on the spine, title page and (in parentheses) on the dust jacket. • Deep red cloth, red stained top page edges, author signature blocked gilt on top board, printed marbleized yellow-brown endpapers.
• As above with a more elaborate spine: title/author's name gilt on a blind panel; three groups of debossed spine ribs; 18 pairs of gilt decorative rules.
Dust jackets:
Originally the volumes were not jacketed and were shipped in grey cardboard boxes (one volume per box). In 1942 or later, the famous Karsh "angry lion" portrait, taken in Ottawa in late 1941, was the basis of an attractive dust jacket, printed orange or blue and black on white paper and marked "VOL. I." or "VOL. II." on the lower spine. These jackets have been found on all three binding variants, always bearing the same price: 8/6 ($2.12) for the two volumes. Clearly, the jacket was unavailable for pre-1942 copies. Since the boards are quite elaborate for a cheap work, and since no other jacket has been observed on thousands of copies, it is likely that the Odhams Edition was originally issued without jackets. 
Foreign Translations
Woods (page 51) mentions some but not all of the following; by "Yugoslavian" he apparently means the Serbo-Croat edition.
Danish: DEN STORE KRIG (2 vols.)
Translation of The Great War, published by Hasselbalch: Copenhagen 1935. Only 89 of the original 98 chapters were published, originally in 33 separate parts. The parts were later bound in two thick quarto (8 1/2 x 11 1/2") volumes bound in half brown leather, half blue leather and, say some Danes, in wrappers. Elaborately illustrated with 38 colour plates of world leaders, each tipped onto a heavy backing page. Though pagination differs, black and white illustrations are the same as in the Norwegian Edition. 1576 pages. Books came in specially designed cardboard boxes. Edition: "All copies of a book printed at any time or times from one setting-up of type without substantial change, including copies printed from stereotype, electrotype [we must now add 'computer scanning'] or similar plates made from that setting of type."
Impression: "The whole number of copies of that edition printed at one time, i.e., without the type or plates being removed from the press." A particular conundrum was posed by the discovery that the stated third impression of the Colonial Malakand Field Force (pressed November 1898) carried the same extensive textual corrections of the Silver Library Edition (pressed at the same time-indeed both these books used the same sheets). How then to classify the third Colonial? It is clearly not a new impression. Our solution was to make it part of a new entry, not cited by Woods, the "Second Edition," along with the Silver Library Edition.
State: "When alterations, corrections, additions or excisions are effected in a book during the process of manufacture, so that copies exhibiting variations go on sale on publication day indiscriminately, these variant copies are conveniently classified as belonging to different states of the edition." Example: the two states of the first English My Early Life.
Issue: "An exception [to the above] is the regular use of issue for variant title pages, usually in respect of the publisher's imprint...[also] when similar variations can be clearly shown to have originated in some action taken after the book was published, two [or more] issues are distinguished." Example: the two issues of The People's Rights, one with an index and appendix, the other with two appendices and no index.
We occasionally sidestep Carter's strict definitions for clarity. With Savrola, for example, Woods states that the first English "edition" was produced from a set of electroplates made up in Boston, a duplicate set to the First American Edition. The English "edition" might therefore be called an "issue," but we do not do so because no one else does, including Woods, and because this book is quite distinct in appearance.
Offprints: Carter defines this as "a separate printing of a section of a larger publication," which is not exactly how modern publishers use it. To us an offprint is a reprint, sometimes reduced but sometimes same-size, of all the pages of an earlier printing (for example the five Canadian offprints of American war speech volumes from The Unrelenting Struggle through Victory. In earlier years offprinting was accomplished by using plates from the original (like the Canadian issue of My African Journey) or by reproducing the type on negatives (like the Australian issue of Secret Session Speeches) In the latter case, the offprint usually exhibits heavy looking type, not as finely printed as the original. Offprints are not usually considered separate editions, but a contretemps arises with modern reprints of long out-of-print works made by photo-reproduction.
Proof copies: From The World Crisis on, proof copies bound in paper wrappers are occasionally encountered. This is a task best left to the bibliographer, except to say that in general they tend to lack illustrations, maps and plans that appear in the published volumes. Although not widely collected, proofs do usually command high prices when they are offered for sale.
Dust Jackets = Dust Wrappers: We generally use the term "dust jacket" to refer to what English bibliophiles usually call a "dust wrapper." The two terms are interchangeable, though words that describe the parts of the dust jacket, aside from "spine," are common to both countries. These are as follows: Flap: The parts of the jacket that fold in around the edge of the boards, front and rear. Face: The front or back panel of the jacket that you see with the book lying flat in front of you.
